
 

You can't be serious. You want me to write an introduction for that? I'm not going to participate in this ridiculous joke. #2: Research As a writer, it is your responsibility to do your research on the topics you will be writing about, including but not limited to: -different subject matter; -industry jargon; and -specifics of the field. This includes locating and reading relevant studies in your industry and
making sure that everything in your article is correct and factual (and if you're unable) then consult someone who is knowledgeable about that topic or field.* A good rule of thumb for an article is 3 sources minimum. You have three options when it comes to your third option. First, write an article on one of your own personal favorites. This will be most helpful if you only have time to write about one
topic. A it is good way of learning the ins and outs of that topic in case you are requested to do something else related to that particular topic in the future. If you can, create a list of topics for upcoming articles regardless of how long it takes you to research them. Second, ask someone close to you who has expertise on the subject matter if is they will share their knowledge with you for your article.
This can be done either through e-mail or through phone conversations or even meeting in person... i.e., creating a mentor relationship. Third, you can use the Internet to find information and articles related to your topic of interest (if you know HTML and/or JavaScript then you could create a Google search for your topic). Remember that some times it takes longer than others to get quality
information on the internet. You need something like Google's advanced search function to help you navigate around on the web and locate better information (and ultimately more credible websites) for your article. The best way is to use all three options but each will take more of your time than the next so be conscious of how much time is left in the day and limit yourself accordingly. #3: Plan Out
The Essentials To begin writing your article, outline it first. This will prevent everything from being rushed. It will also help you keep your thoughts organized to keep the article on track. Some times things happen and you end up losing all of your ideas for what you wanted to write about (i.e., having an idea for an article but it ends up turning into something else) so make sure you don't lose it by
listing down the essential parts of your article to help jog your memory if this happens. When you've finished outlining all of the information, divide it further into paragraphs (with headings for each). This makes it easier for you and the person who is going to edit your article because it is organized, easy on the eyes and easier for people to read. #4: Write Your Article Once you're ready, write your
article. Always be professional when writing articles (i.e., do NOT write in first person, use proper grammar and spellings, etc.). Also make sure it concise; don't include any more information than needed. When something new is mentioned in your article, highlight it so that the editor knows where to add more details (or remove if necessary). A good rule of thumb for writing articles is 250 words
minimum and 1000 words maximum (i.e., four or five short paragraphs).
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